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Jean-Michel Basquiat

Mirror
24” diameter. Mounting hardware included.

Coronate yourself with this mirror celebrating Basquiat’s trademark 
crown and excerpt of text in the artist’s own handwriting. The glass 

mirror comes packaged in individual ship-ready boxes for easy fufill-
ment with a simple wooden mounting bracket.

Retail: $950 | Wholesale $475 | Min. 1

Jean-Michel Basquiat (American, 1960 - 1988) is one of the most 
iconic contemporary artists and his extraordinary influence on new 
generations of artists continues to grow. He is best known for his 
early street art and large-scale canvases which use auto-biograph-
ical references and illusory symbols pulled from Caribbean, African 
American, African and Aztec cultures to provoke questions about 
capitalism, nepotism and the important dichotomy between life and 
death. 



Jean-Michel Basquiat

Evil Thoughts Throw
50 x 72” plus 3” fringe. Boxed.
Cozy up in style with our best-selling reversible, super-soft and 
hand-woven Baby Alpaca throw. Dry clean only; signature printed on 
custom tag. © Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat. Licensed by Artestar, 
New York. 
Retail: $375 | Wholesale $187.50 | Min. 3

Jean-Michel Basquiat (American, 1960 - 1988) is one of the most 
iconic contemporary artists and his extraordinary influence on new 
generations of artists continues to grow. He is best known for his 
early street art and large-scale canvases which use auto-biograph-
ical references and illusory symbols pulled from Caribbean, African 
American, African and Aztec cultures to provoke questions about 
capitalism, nepotism and the important dichotomy between life and 
death. 







Jean-Michel Basquiat

Square Tray
16 x 16 x 2”. Boxed.
This versatile tray is great on 
your coffee table, for cocktails 
or catching mail and comes in 
two iconic styles. Hand-craft-
ed with fabric inlay; signature 
stamped on verso. © Estate of 
Jean-Michel Basquiat. Licensed 
by Artestar, New York.
Retail: $395 | Wholesale 
$197.50 | Min. 2

Breakfast Tray
22 x 14 x 2”. Boxed.
Impress your loved ones with 
breakfast-in-bed, or deliver a 
round of appetizers and cock-
tails to your guests with this 
larger tray available in two iconic 
styles. Hand-crafted with fabric 
inlay; signature stamped on 
verso. © Estate of Jean-Michel 
Basquiat. Licensed by Artestar, 
New York.
Retail: $425 | Wholesale 
$212.50 | Min. 2

Keepsake Box
8 x 8 x 4”. Boxed.
This best-selling keepsake box is 
perfect for storing keys, jewelry 
or whatever clutter life throws 
your way.  Felt-lined with hinges; 
signature stamped on verso. © 
Estate of Jean-Michel Basquiat. 
Licensed by Artestar, New York.
Retail: $350 | Wholesale $175 | 
Min. 2

A) Horn Players (1983)
B) In Italian (1983)



Artist Plate Project
10.5” coupe plate. Boxed.
Limited edition, collectible dinner plates featuring the work of world-renowned artists.
Great as a dinner set or displayed on the wall. Proceeds benefit Coalition for the 
Homeless. Sold separately; dishwasher and microwave safe; signature and edition 
details printed on verso.
Retail: $250 | Wholesale $150 | Min. 6 (can be a combination of designs)

About Artist Plate Project



About Artist Plate Project

Artist Plate Project

Launched by the Coalition for the Homeless in 2020 at the peak of the pandemic, the 
Artist Plate Project has to-date partnered with more than 98 world-renowned artists 
who have created limited-edition dinner plates produced by Prospect and available 
via Artware Editions.

The funds raised by the sale of plates will provide food, crisis services, housing, and 
other critical aid to thousands of people experiencing homelessness and housing 
instability.

For a full selection of what is available please visit
https://artwareeditions.com/collections/artist-plate-project
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Kehinde Wiley
Mary Little, Later Lady Carr

Detail from Mary Little, Later Lady Carr (2012), 
oil on canvas, 30 x 24 inches

Mame Ngagne

Detail from Mame Ngagne (2012), 
oil on canvas, 28 x 22 inches

Dinner Plates
10.75” coupe plate. Boxed.

Each of the six dinner plate designs - 3 women and 3 men - features a detail from work 
spanning from 2008 - 2012.  Great as a set or so saturated and beautiful you can dis-
play them on your wall.  Sold separately; dishwasher safe; signature printed on verso. 

Retail: $98 | Wholesale $47.50
Min. 6 (can be a combination of designs)



Idrissa Mdiaye

Detail from Idrissa Mdiaye (2008), 
oil on linen, 26 x 22 inches

Matar Mbaye II

Detail from Matar Mbaye II (2008), 
oil on canvas, 26 x 22 inches

Dacia Carter II

Detail from Dacia Carter II (2012), 
oil on canvas, 30 x 24 inches

Mrs. Graham

Detail from Mrs. Graham (2012), 
oil on canvas, 30 x 24 inches

Kehinde Wiley (American, b.1977) is an influential painter who riffs the legacy of 
portraiture by featuring Black subjects (most notably President Barack Obama) 
using the conventions of traditional European portraiture.  His subjects are painted 
naturalistically against intricate bright floral backgrounds and are often portrayed in 
their street clothes for a striking contrast.  His work calls attention to the absence of 

these subjects from art history and celebrates their beauty and power.



Roy McMakin

Roy McMakin’s (American, b.1956) art practice explores how functionality influences meaning within the media 
of sculpture, photography, design, and architecture. He often re-imagines and re-situates the context of the art 
object to alter its meaning and poke fun at its use.  His clever use of sight-lines in his larger sculptures further 

pushes viewers to find new ways to experience art and question their physical interaction with the work.

The Broken Juice Glass
Set of 4 6 oz. glasses.  Boxed.

Enjoy wine or juice with this interactive set of juice glasses that feature the aphorisms “THINGS CHANGE” and 
“CHANGE THINGS” in a conceptual progression.  The text becomes more fragmented with each glass and 
the user must carefully align the text to read the phrases. Hand-signed card included; limited edition of 300; 

dishwasher safe. 
Retail: $200 | Wholesale $100 | Min. 1



Mickalene Thomas
Mickalene Thomas (American, b.1971) is an influential contemporary artist most known for her 
complex collage paintings and striking photographs that celebrate female beauty, power and 
sexuality. She often portrays Black women as subjects and explores their relationship to art 

history and contemporary culture at-large.  

Lena Blanket
80 x 64”. Boxed.
This beautifully crafted, limited 
edition wool blanket by 
Pendleton Mills features a 
reversible design and fits a full 
or queen bed.  Better yet, skip 
the bed and hang it on the wall 
like a tapestry. Dry clean only; 
edition of 125; hand-signed 
suede label. 
Retail: $1,200 | Wholesale 
$600 | Min. 1



LigoranoReese
LigoranoReese is the collaborative 
name of Nora Ligorano (American, 
b. 1956) and Marshall Reese (Ameri-
can, b.1955) whose multi-disciplinary 
practice focuses on the present 
and uses technologies of our time 
to question how social and political  
systems relate, build, interact, or harm 
society.  Included in their practice is 
the use of limited edition multiples 
to both give access of these ideas 
to a broader audience and to situate 
them in a domestic context.

Holy Chow
3 h. X 7” diameter. Boxed.
Man’s best friend deserves a bowl 
worthy of its role in the family. Cel-
ebrate your pup’s power with this 
limited edition best seller.  Edition 
of 500; dishwasher safe.  
Retail: $70 | Wholesale $37.50 
Min. 6





after/thought

LigoranoReese

for/everover/sight under/hand

Lenticulars
15 x 15”

Brighten up your room with 
these boldly colored, limited 
edition lenticulars.  Each of the 
aphorisms cleverly references 
the functionality of the object 
and they come ready-to-hang for 
easy installation.  Edition of 100 

each; signed and numbered.  
Retail: $700 | Wholesale $420 

Min. 1 (sold separately)



Fuck Snow Globe
5½” h x 3¾” diameter. Boxed.
This best selling globe doesn’t 
require much explanation and 
has become LigoranoReese’s 
signature multiple.  It’s the per-
fect gift for many occasions 
and an instant classic.  
Retail: $70 | Wholesale $35
Min. 4 (in quantities of 4)

@ Snow Globe
5½” h x 3¾” diameter. Boxed.
The younger, Millennial cousin 
to the best selling Fuck Globe is 
the @ Globe.  Mock, compliment, 
advertise, support, or just plain 
recognize your online existence 
with this timely object.  
Retail: $70 | Wholesale $35 
Min. 4 (in quantities of 4)




